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Part 1 – Thermionic Emission and Valves

Electron Emission
A conductor contains a large number of free or loose electrons. These electrons may leave the surface of the
conductor if given enough energy to overcome their attraction to their nuclei. Such energy may be provided by
heat, electron bombardment, or light. The emitting conductor is always placed in a vacuum to facilitate the
emission.

There are three types of electron emission.
Thermionic emission which occurs when a conductor is heated. If sufficient energy is given to the
electrons, they leave the surface. This type is sometimes known as primary emission.

Secondary emission which occurs when high-velocity electrons strike a conductor in a vacuum, knocking
out one or more electrons from the surface.

Photo-emission occurring when energy in the form of light falls upon the surface, knocking out
electrons.

The Thermionic Diode
An electrode known as the cathode is placed inside an evacuated, sealed glass bulb, called the 'envelope'. (For
convenience and economy of space, in practice it is common for two or more separate thermionic devices to
share one envelope.) The method of construction is very much like that for a light bulb, and is no coincidence –
the thermionic valve directly followed and is descended from the development of the electric light bulb.

The cathode may be heated directly by passing current through it, or
indirectly by an insulated heating filament inside (see Figure 01). In
the latter case the cathode is a metal tube. Electrons thus begin to be
emitted from the surface into the vicinity of the cathode, filling the
space around it with negatively charged electrons. (To improve
efficiency, the outside of a real cathode is further coated in a
compound that most readily emits electrons when heated.) A space
charge is then said to exist in the vicinity of the cathode. As
emission continues, the negative space charge begins to repel the
emitted electrons, and emission ceases.

If a positive electrode known as the anode is placed facing the
cathode, and a potential applied, electrons from the space charge will be attracted to it and a flow of current
from cathode to anode will take place. The anode must be made positive with respect to the cathode otherwise
no current flows. Hence the valve is a undirectional device known as a thermionic diode (has 2 electrodes), and
this is the origin of the collective name, "valve", as in one way only.

The characteristics of the thermionic diode are shown in Figure 02.
From A to B the curve is similar to a semiconductor pn junction. At
B the diode saturates when the anode collects all the electrons
emitted by the cathode. The use of the thermionic diode is thus
restricted to its linear region AB. The circuit symbol and the basic
construction of the thermionic diode are shown in Figure 03.



To achieve higher currents requires an increased electron flow. This is only made possible by increasing the
surface area of the cathode, its temperature, or both. Such high current diodes exist as the AC rectifiers for
mains sourced power supplies, having very large electrode areas and high current heaters.

The Grid As A Control Electrode
The addition of a control grid to the thermionic diode by deForest in 1906 (forming the triode) made possible
the control of power by an electric field in a vacuum. Later Hull and others added more grids to form the
tetrode and pentode, and there were other specialised types as well.

A thermionic cathode emits electrons having an energy spectrum presented in Figure 07a. The area under the
curve to the right of 0.4 eV represents electrons able to move against a –0.4 V potential; larger fractions of the
total could move against –0.3 V or –0.2 V potentials. By variation of a retarding potential on an electrode
facing the cathode, the number of electrons leaving the cathode can thus be controlled. This is the principle of
the triode.

The Triode
A wire mesh known as the control grid is placed between the cathode
and the anode, forming a triode (3 electrodes – Figure 04). The grid is
placed in the space charge near the cathode. The potential of the grid
thus determines the space charge density, which in turn controls the
flow of electrons to the anode. Because the grid is placed close to the
cathode, a small change in its potential produces a large change in anode
current, hence amplification. The physical structure of such a triode is



shown in Figure 07b below.

The anode is made positive to the cathode, and is attractive to electrons. A potential minimum is present near
the cathode surface, due to the space charge established by the emitted electrons. If a grid of wire mesh is
placed in this space-charge region, it can alter the electric field facing the electrons at the cathode surface.
Being a mesh, the grid can establish this field without appreciably interfering with the electronic movement to
the anode.

The potential of the grid influences the field at the cathode surface and adds to or nullifies the accelerating field
due to the positive potential on the anode. With anode to cathode potential of eb, and grid to cathode potential
of ec, it may be reasoned that the current passing between anode and cathode is related to these potentials as:

ib = f(ec, eb) (9-1)

The grid is closer to the cathode than is the anode, and the field produced by a one volt change on the grid is
more effective in varying the current than is a one volt change on the anode. The amplification factor m (Greek
'mu') is defined as the ratio of the effectiveness of a potential change at the grid to the same potential change at
the anode. Equation 9-1 may then be modified to form the basic law of the triode:

ib = f(mec + eb) (9-2)



The grid has an appreciable area in the electron stream, but when it is negative to the cathode, few electrons
will have sufficient energy to override the potential and reach the grid. Normal small-signal amplifiers are so
operated and grid current is negligible (what there is being colloquially called 'grid-leak'). At positive grid
potentials considerable grid current will be present; characteristics in the positive grid region may be nonlinear,
and positive grid operation is permitted largely in power amplifiers.

Circuit Notation
As for the transistor, there is a standard circuit notation established by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. Because of the early development of the triode, the notation reflects historical usage and lacks some
of the network formalism common with the transistor. For instance, in the early days of radio broadcasting, the
batteries supplying filament, plate (anode), and grid circuits were labelled A, B, and C; these letters have
carried over as subscripts. Use is also made of g, k, and p as parameter subscripts on quantities related to the
grid, cathode, and anode (plate) circuits. (Latterly however 'a' is substituted for 'p'.)

As for the transistor, lower-case letters designate instantaneous or varying currents or voltages and upper-case
letters denote rms or DC values. Some of the more common symbols were:

ec = instantaneous total grid-cathode voltage
eg = instantaneous value of AC component of grid-cathode voltage
Ec = average or quiescent value of grid-cathode voltage
Eg = effective or rms value of AC component of grid-cathode voltage
ib = instantaneous total anode current
ip = instantaneous value of AC component of anode current
Ib = average or quiescent value of anode current
Ip = effective or rms value of AC component of anode current
eb = instantaneous total anode voltage
ep = instantaneous value of AC component of anode voltage
Eb = average or quiescent value of anode voltage
Ep = effective or rms value of AC component of anode voltage
Ebb = anode-circuit supply voltage
Ecc = grid-circuit supply voltage

Some valves have more than one grid and numerical subscripts are used, as ec1, ec2, With the grid nearest the
cathode considered grid 1. (Latterly this is simply g1, g2, etc.)

A typical triode amplifier circuit appears in Figure 19a. The diagrams of Figure 08 illustrate the following
circuit relations:

ec = Ecc + eg (9-3)
ib = Ib + ip (9-4)
Eb = Ebb – IbRL (9-5)
eb = eb = Eb – ipRL (9-6)
eo = –ipRL = eb – Eb (9-7)

The last expression points out that the output voltage is to be taken as a rise from the common terminal.
Justification for the other expressions should be evident from Figure 08.



Volt-Ampere Characteristics Of The Triode
Since the triode is a nonlinear circuit device, one means for expressing its operating characteristics is by
families of volt-ampere curves. Since triode operation has been predicted by a functional relation of three
variables, a surface is really indicated as the proper geometric relationship, but this can be represented by three
sets of two-variable curves, with the third variable as a parameter in each case (Figure 09 below).

Figure 09(a) relates the input voltage ec to the output current ib; these are the transfer curves. A second family
in (b) relates the anode current and anode voltage; these are the output curves. The third family in (c) relates
the input voltage and the output voltage required to maintain a constant current; therefore they constitute the
constant-current family.

Grid Cutoff
For a given anode voltage, the transfer curves indicate that a sufficiently negative grid voltage will bring the
anode current to zero, and that grid voltage is called the cutoff voltage. It may be reasoned from the definition
of m that:



cutoff ec = –(eb / m) (9-8)

Valve Parameters
While a transistor is a current controlled current amplifier, an amplifying valve behaves more like a voltage
controlled resistance. Yet, as in the case of the transistor, the valve is employed in circuits in which it is the
change in current produced by a change in voltage that is of interest. The change takes place around an
operating point on the curve, so that for a change of i the corresponding change in e will be found along the
slope of the curve.

Triode Characteristics
As an amplifier, a triode's transfer (commonly called 'mutual') characteristics (or transconductance) relate the
output current Ia to the input voltage Vg for specific values of anode voltage Va. This is a primary
characteristic, commonly written in the form gm = X mA/V as a measure of the effectiveness of the grid
voltage in controlling the anode current in a particular design of valve (there are diverse sorts). The transfer (or
mutual) characteristics are shown in Figure 05.

As the grid goes negative it repels the electrons from the cathode, reducing the anode current. Cut-off occurs
when the grid negative potential is large enough to prevent the flow of any electrons to the anode. For small
positive grid potential, electrons are speeded up towards the anode and Ia increases. For these small positive
bias voltages, the transfer characteristics remain linear. However, higher positive bias will attract the electrons
to the grid itself causing grid current to flow, a situation that usually must be avoided (but there are special
exceptions). For this reason the control grid's DC potential is nearly always maintained negative with respect to
the cathode, and this is called negative bias.

The output characteristics are shown in Figure 06 relating the output current Ia to the output voltage Va for



specific values of grid bias.

There are three parameters that may be calculated for a valve from its characteristics. In practice, the maximum
Va in this context is the HT supply level (in the above example, 200V). Note the triangular shape plotted by
the three lines for Vg, Va and Ia in Figure 05. This gives rise to the use of the Greek letter delta D to identify
these values as part of this triangle:

ANODE SLOPE RESISTANCE r = Change in anode voltage
ANODE SLOPE RESISTANCE r = Change in anode current

= DVa
= DIa

for a specific value of grid bias Vg.

Referring to Figure 06, a new value Ra may be calculated by drawing a line through the linear part of the
characteristic at, say, zero grid bias:

DVa = 16 V and DIa = 2 mA giving Ra = 16 V/2 mA = 8,000 ohms.

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE gm = Change in anode current
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE gm = Change in grid voltage

= DIa



= DVg

for a specific value of Va.

Referring to Figure 05, draw a right angled triangle at,
say, Va = 100 V as shown.

DIa = 2 mA and DVg = 0.8 V giving gm = 2 mA/0.8 V

= gm = 2.5 mA/V.

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR m = Change in anode voltage
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR m = Change in grid voltage

= DVa
= DVg

for specific value of Ia.

Note the amplification factor m (Greek letter 'mu') is the other way of describing the gain of a valve, and which
may appear in data along with or in lieu of that for gm.

Referring to Figure 06, for an anode current of 2 mA, DVa = 40 V and DVg = 2 V giving m = 40 V/2 V = 20
(no units).

From the above it can easily be deduced that:

m = Ra x gm

In this example m may be calculated from the values of Ra and Gm to give m = 8 kW x 2.5 mA/V = 40. When
using this relationship, ensure that Ra is in kW and gm in mA/V.

Note that this is also the way to find out the DC centre operating point of a valve in a real circuit. The load line
gives you the value for the anode load resistor. The load line is drawn between max. Va (= HT supply) and
max. Ia for the valve. To set the DC anode potential at 120 V requires a grid bias of –4 V and a bit of Ohms
law to get an anode load resistor of:

(200 – 120) = 80 V / Ia of 4 mA (from Vg = –4 V) = 20kW.

The equation m = Ra x gm shows that the three valve coefficients are interdependent. While in general the
coefficients are variables, they may be considered constants over large regions. The amount of such variation is
indicated for a small triode in Figure 10:



Determining Gain In The Manufacture Of A Valve
The transconductance (gm) is most affected by the size of the cathode, while m and rp are largely affected by
grid location and the spacing of the grid wirewound helix. A closely-wound grid, or one close to the cathode,
will have greater effect on the cathode field and a higher m than an open-wound grid. Means of calculating the
performance of a grid are available but are so involved that design is usually by experiment.

Predicting Performance With An Output Load – The Dynamic Curve
The static curves of Figure 09(a) and Figure 05 are drawn without an output load. The total output load
comprises the anode load resistor in parallel with the input impedance of the following stage. (The actual value
of the anode load resistor is found as in Figure 06.) To graphically predict actual performance in a real circuit,
a dynamic transfer curve may be drawn as a plot of ib vs. ec, for a stated load RL and fixed Ebb; such a curve
appears in Figure 11. The curve may be drawn by taking ib, ec points from the appropriate load line, drawn on
the output characteristics of Figure 09(b) (or Figure 06) by methods paralleling those for the transistor.



The point Q is the DC operating point, e.g. as found in Figure 06, since changes of voltage or current occur
about this as an origin. Choice of ECC, EBB, or IB fix the Q point, and for linear operation it is usually placed
near the centre of the negative linear region of the dynamic characteristic, so that the expected maximum signal
peaks do not cause the grid to be positively biased or cut off.

The dynamic transfer curve allows graphical determination of the wave form of anode current for a given ec
variation, and may be used to determine wave form alteration, or distortion, if the dynamic curve is not linear.
The dynamic curve may be mathematically described by a power series, and it is then used as a starting point
in analysis of valve operation under large signal conditions.

The Tetrode
At frequencies of the order of a megahertz, the gain obtainable from a triode decreases and the circuits may go
into oscillation. These difficulties are created because the anode, being at a higher AC potential, tends to drive
a current through Cgp to the grid circuit of Figure 12(a), in such phase as to contribute energy to the input
circuit; this condition leads to oscillation or unstable gain, or if controlled a reduced HF response.



However, Cgp can be broken into two capacitances as at Figure 12(b), by a wire-mesh screen grid, introduced
in the space between control grid and anode and maintained at cathode AC potential. Capacitive current from
the anode is then short-circuited to ground, and energy flow from anode to grid becomes almost impossible.
The screen grid establishes a plane of near zero AC potential in the space, yet electrons can pass through the
screen openings to the anode. The result is a tetrode, or four-element valve, devised by Hull about 1927.

However, because of the screening effect, the anode voltage has almost zero accelerating effect at the cathode
surface. To develop an anode current of electrons, a positive DC potential is applied to the screen, but the
screen is still maintained at zero AC potential for shielding purposes by a capacitance of low reactance (high
value) connected between screen and cathode.

Secondary Emission
The DC screen potential causes high electron velocities, and electron impact on the anode creates secondary
electron emission. At low anode potentials the screen will be more positive than the anode, and therefore
attractive to the emitted secondary electrons. The number of secondary electrons may equal or even exceed the
number of primary electrons reaching the anode, and the net anode current at low potentials may be severely
reduced, causing a nonlinearity in the output curves of tetrodes for large signal swings.

The effect is shown in Figure 13 (below). When the anode potential falls below that of the screen, secondary
emission of electrons from the anode are collected by the screen, causing a sharp drop in anode current and
producing the 'kink' in its characteristics. For the region A to B, its current decreases as its voltage increases.

This is totally back-to-front compared with a normal resistor, where an increase in voltage should result in an
increase in current. Hence this is called the negative resistance region. With this characteristic, the tetrode is
usefully able to set up oscillations without the aid of feedback, and tetrodes have been so used.

Note that below point A, the anode current to voltage ratio returns to normal. This is because the accelerating
potential is now too low; the electron velocity is no longer sufficient to cause secondary emission by
bombardment of the anode.

The Pentode
As a linear amplifier the tetrode suffers from severe distortion for



large signal amplitudes due to the 'kink'. To eliminate this effect of
secondary emission and to further improve the screening action, Hull
added a third grid about 1930, making the pentode. This additional
grid is called the suppressor, placed between screen and anode and
normally connected to the cathode. The resultant potential
distribution at lowered anode voltage is shown in Figure 14. The
primary electron stream has sufficient energy to override the
potential minimum at the suppressor, G3, and to reach the anode.
The low energy secondary electrons emitted from the anode face a
retarding field due to the suppressor and are driven back to the
anode; thus the pentode characteristics achieve the smooth form of
Figure 15 below:

Operation
The pentode acts somewhat as a triode using the screen as anode; the real anode serves more as an electron
collector than as an electron accelerator. The value of Cgp (Figure 12) is reduced from about 3 pF for a triode
to values approximating 0.004 pF for a pentode. Interestingly, the value of m is high, reaching 2500 in some
designs.

The pentode's output characteristics, by their low slope, indicate a high anode resistance of the order of one
megohm, with the anode current almost independent of anode voltage. With rp usually large with respect to
ZL, the anode current is also not dependent on load resistance. These are properties of a current source,
basically the same as the transconductance model for the transistor.

If the anode potential is removed, the total current will be little altered since it is the result of screen voltage
acceleration. However, the current then goes entirely to the screen which has limited dissipation capability and
may overheat; thus anode potential should not be removed without also removing the screen potential.

Beam Tetrodes And Pentodes
Although the pentode is excellent for small-signal use, it (again) develops minor difficulties in the
amplification of large amplitude signals. The screen, located directly in the electron stream, intercepts numbers
of electrons with consequent loss of power in the screen. Also, the rounded shoulders of the ib, eb curves at



low anode voltages indicate some remaining secondary emission, causing nonlinear response for large output
voltages.

By physically aligning the screen grid wires in the shadow of the control grid wires, the number of electrons
striking the screen is reduced and the power efficiency is raised. The suppressor grid is also replaced with a
high electron space density, the electrons being concentrated between screen and anode by beam-forming
plates on each side of the cathode. The result is the beam tetrode of Figure 16 below. The high electron density
depresses the potential between screen and anode in a manner similar to the suppressor grid, and screening
action is nearly perfect because of the uniformity of the potential plane created.

While technically a tetrode, the valve has pentode characteristics, as shown in Figure 17 below. The
elimination of the secondary-emission effects provides linear output curves to quite low anode voltages.



The valve is therefore well suited to large-signal linear amplification. Also, because of an increased gm, such
valves also require smaller input voltages than are needed by pentodes to produce given power outputs. The
design is therefore well suited to high power applications such as output transformer drivers for audio power
amplifiers, where nearly all of the available HT can be applied across the primary. M.O.V.'s KT66 'beam
pentode' is a real example of Figure 16; note for instance the large area, flattened cathode for high electron
emission.

RF Valves – The Variable-mu Pentode
The gain of a pentode amplifier can be approximated as –gmZL. Since gm
is proportional to the slope of the transfer curve, the value of gm, and
therefore the gain, can be reduced by moving the operating point down the
uniform-grid transfer curve of Figure 18. To provide a greater range of
smoothly varying gm values and better control of the gain by bias
adjustment, the variable-mu pentode was designed. The curve for the
variable-mu grid provides a region of gradual change at low slope and low
gm, suited to easy adjustment of gain for the large signals which are
handled at low gain values.

The result is obtained by winding the control-grid wires with variable pitch. With low negative bias, the value
of gm is high as an average of the whole grid. As the bias is increased negatively, the fine-pitch portions of the
grid go to cut off, and the gm falls, being then the average of the remaining coarser-spaced portions of the grid.
Either manual or Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuits give smooth gain change.

As an example of the effect, the transconductance of a 6BA6 pentode may be 4000 mmho at – 3 V Ecc, giving
a gain of 400 with a load of 0.1 megohm. At a grid bias of – 20 V the gm is reduced to 40 mmho and the gain
to four. Such valves used in this context are typically limited to high sensitivity receiver IF amplifiers for FM
radio or TV sound, where a negative DC level is averaged from the detected output and used to control the
gain of the first stage, and thus the whole amplifier.



Diode Input
A similar situation existed for audio tape recorders. A German DIN standard once existed for some machines
called 'diode input'. Here, the first valve of the recording amplifier has its cathode directly connected to ground.
Hence, positive going signals from the input, typically from a microphone, cause the grid to be positively
biased, a current then flowing to the cathode, like a diode.

This causes the AC coupling capacitor carrying the signal to the grid to charge up. For negative going half
cycles, the grid – cathode diode relationship is reversed, blocking reverse current. The upshot is a mean average
negative DC bias appearing on the grid, entirely in proportion to signal level, hence the recorder is provided
with automatic gain control to avoid overload and saturation of the tape.

.
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Basic Valve Amplifier Circuits

Similar to the transistor, the triode may be used in three different configurations: 
the Common Cathode
the Common Grid
the Common Anode (or the cathode follower)
See also: Composite Amplifiers (cathode-coupled & cascode)

The Common Cathode is the most popular connection and this will be dealt with in some detail.

The vacuum triode has three internal elements: cathode, control grid, and anode. Multiple grid valves, such as
pentodes or hexodes, have the same basic elements to which are added extra grids for special functions.

The basic circuits represent the three possible choices of common electrode, to form a four-terminal or two-
port device. The grounded- or common-cathode circuit (Figure 19(a)) was the earliest form and remains the
most used. (The cathode-follower [Figure 24] is of use for coupling a high impedance to a lower impedance
level, serving the same function as the emitter-follower transistor circuit.) The grounded-grid circuit provides
step-up impedance characteristics, paralleling the function of the common-base transistor circuit.

The Grounded-Cathode Amplifier Circuit
Usual circuit connections for both triode and pentode in the grounded-cathode circuit are shown in Figure 19:

The functions of the cathode resistor Rk, and the screen-dropping resistor Rs, for the pentode will be discussed
in the next section; they may be considered shunted out of the equivalent signal-frequency circuit by their
bypass capacitors.

Since Eo = –RLIP, the output voltage can be written as:

Eo = –mRLEg
Eo = –rp + RL

Since the input current is assumed zero for the negative grid, current gain of the triode or pentode has no
meaning. Voltage gain is defined as for the transistor, as the ratio of the output voltage rise to the input voltage
rise. Then:
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Av = Eo = Eo = –mRL
Av = Eg = Es = rp + RL

= –gmRL
= 1 + RL/rp

The angle associated with the result is the phase shift of the amplifier; for a resistive load it is 180° in this
circuit.

Figure 20(a) (graph) shows the variation of gain vs. load for a triode of m = 20. With resistive load, the DC
voltage drop in large loads lowers Eb and raises rp, and the gain does not continue to rise for very large load
resistors.

Since the current-source circuit is appropriate for pentodes, its use allows the pentode gain to be written as:

Eo = –gmRLEg

Av = Eo/Eg = Eo/Es = –gmRL

The gain is proportional to gm for both triode and pentode, and gm becomes an important performance
criterion.

The DC Bias Sources
In practice it is most convenient to provide the grid-bias DC voltage for the valve by insertion of a resistor, Rk,
in the cathode lead (as opposed to a separate grid-bias battery cell). The polarity of the voltage developed
across this resistor is negative to the grid, so as to place the operating point in the linear negative portion of the
transfer characteristic, see also Figure 20(b).

When presented with a input signal, an AC signal voltage is also developed across this resistor by the valve,
and the effective gain is reduced because this AC voltage subtracts from the input signal voltage. This is a
form of negative feedback. The reduction of gain can be prevented if Rk is paralleled by a capacitor, Ck, of
small reactance with respect to Rk. Then the AC voltage across the Rk, Ck combination is negligible, and the
combination can be dropped from the AC equivalent circuit.



The DC and AC components may be assumed to divide as in Figure 20(b), and so the value of Rk can be
determined from the relations:

Ecc = RkIb, Rk = Ecc / Ib

For pentodes the cathode current will also include the screen current, so that:

Rk = Ecc / (Ib + Ic2)

The capacitance Ck must be chosen as having a small reactance with respect to Rk at the lowest signal
frequency; this requirement is usually met if Xc < Rk/10. Capacitor values for audio frequencies will range
from 1 to l00mF.

The value of the screen dropping resistor for the pentode of Figure 19(b) (above) can be found through use of
the difference between Ebb and the desired screen potential, and the screen current; that is:

Rs = (Ebb – Ec2) / Ic2

Capacitor Cs must offer a small reactance with respect to the screen-cathode path within the valve, and this
usually requires a reactance of less than a few hundred ohms at the lowest signal frequency.

The Input Circuit Of The Grounded-Cathode Amplifier
With reference to Figure 21 (right), the triode valve has internal
electrode capacitances: Cgk between grid and cathode; Cgp
between grid and anode; and Cpk between anode and cathode.
These capacitances are of the order of 1 to 5 pF each. It might
appear that the input admittance of the triode with negative grid
would be wholly due to these capacitances; however, the active
nature of the circuit alters the situation and the input appears as a
resistance shunted by a capacitance as in Figure 22. This apparent
input capacitance may exceed the actual geometric capacitance
because of the additional effect of Cgp, and this phenomenon is
known as the Miller effect.

The Miller Effect has been exploited for making ramped waveform generators; the valve is fed with a square-
wave and extra capacitance is added between anode and grid to augment Cgp.

In summary, omitting overly complex mathematics at this point, the
input admittance for the triode in the grounded-grid circuit is
composed of resistance and capacitance as:

Rin = – 1 / (gmwCgp(±X') (9-27)

Cin = Cgk + Cgp(1 + gmR') (9-28)

Referring to Figures 21 and 22, three cases arise from all these
effects:
1. The load reactance may be capacitive, X' is then negative and Rin is a positive resistance which decreases
with frequency. The input capacitance is Cin.
2. The load may be resistive and Rin is infinite. The value of Cin will be greater than Cgk and may be quite
large for some triodes. Because of its small Cgp, the pentode's input capacitance will approximate Cgk.
3. The load reactance may be inductive and X' is positive, making Rin negative. The current Igp (grid to anode)



then feeds power back to the input circuit from the anode circuit.

Whenever the power fed back is greater than the input circuit losses, the net circuit resistance is zero or
negative, and the valve becomes an oscillator. It is also found that Cin becomes large for triodes at radio
frequencies. The pentode has a very small Cgp by design, and is capable of satisfactory amplification at
frequencies of several hundred megahertz in the grounded-cathode circuit.

The Grounded-Grid Amplifier
With the grid as the common element, the circuit of Figure 23 is known as a grounded-grid amplifier. The
grounding of the grid provides shielding between input and output circuits. At radio frequencies this shielding
reduces energy transfer between output and input and permits the use of triodes with resonant load circuits,
without threat of capacitive feedback and oscillation, and triodes are so used for stable power gain in
transmitters. Triodes also produce lower internal noise than do pentodes, and so the circuit is also useful as an
input amplifier for radio receivers handling very weak input signals, practically at the inherent valve noise
level, see also Composite Valve Amplifiers.

Equations for the two meshes are:

mEg – Es = Ip(rp + Rs + RL) (9-29)

Eg + Es = – IpRs (9-30)

The load rise from grid to anode is Eo = – IpRL, and since Es is given as a negative rise above common
terminal, the gain can be written as:

Ao = (Eo/Es) = [(m + 1) RL] / [rp + (m + 1) Rs + RL] (9-31)

The output of the amplifier is in phase with the input for resistive load. Since E, is in series with the transfer
generator, the input voltage adds to that of the generator, and the valve has an apparent amplification factor of
m + 1.

From Eq. 9-31 the effective output impedance can be found as:

Ro = rp + (m + 1)Rs (9-32)



The input impedance at terminals a, a is:

Ri = (Eg/Ip) = (rp + RL)/(m + 1) (9-33)

The input impedance appears as the resistance of the output circuit divided by m + 1. For a valve of m = 20, rp
= 7700 ohms, and with a 50,000-ohm load, the input resistance is 2750 ohms.

Since there is power input to the stage, the power gain is of importance, as:

P.G. = (E2o/RL) / [E2o(m + 1) / (rp + RL)] (9-34)

from terminals a, a to the output load.

The circuit is of use in transforming from a source of low impedance, such as an antenna, to a load of high
impedance, in a fashion similar to the common-base transistor circuit.

The Cathode Follower
An amplifier with the anode as the common terminal is called a cathode follower. The name is logical because
the cathode potential varies with and is almost equal to the input voltage. The circuit and its equivalent are
shown in Figure 24. In (b), the bias resistances are replaced by their parallel equivalent Rg.

Neglecting the valve capacitances, the mesh equations are:

Eg = Es – IpRk

mEg = 1p(rp + Rk)

The voltage amplification can be found as:

Av = gmRk/1 + gmRk + (Rk/rp) = mRk/rp + (m + 1)Rk = 1/1 + (1/gmRk) + (1/m) (9-35)

The gain is always less than but near unity, especially as gmRk increases. When a pentode is used, the screen
bypass must connect to the cathode, since the screen must be held at cathode AC potential.

With a current I1 into the upper Eo terminal of Figure 24(b):



Eo = RkI1 + RkIp = – Eg (9-36)

mEg = RkI1 + (rp + Rk)Ip (9-37)

Solving for Ip and inserting the result in Eq. 9-36 gives the output resistance as:

Ro = Eo/I1 = [rpRk/(m + 1)] / [Rk + rp/(m + 1)] (9-38)

The relation is that of two resistors in parallel, namely, Rk and the effective internal resistance of the valve,
rp/(m + 1) @ l/gm.

Since the gain is near but less than unity, the input capacitance is largely due to Cgp, and considerably less than
that of the same valve in the grounded-cathode circuit.

The circuit is used as an impedance-matching device, to couple a high impedance source to a lower impedance
circuit, analogous to the function of the emitter-follower with the transistor.

Modified Cathode Follower
The circuit variation of Figure 25 provides a simple bias source for the
cathode follower, and has added value because the input impedance is
raised, an important factor in measuring equipment.

The resistor Rk1 is selected to furnish the proper bias, but shunted out
of the equivalent circuit with the bypass capacitor. The AC output load
is then Rk. Using the circuit relations:

Eg = E3 – Eo = RgIg

Eo = (Ig + gmEg) Rkrp/Rk + rp

The gain may be found by the equation:

Av = 1 / [1 + (Rg/1 + gmRk) (rp + Rk/rpRk)] (9-42)

and with gmRk>>1, the gain approaches unity.

The grid resistor Rg is connected between C1 and Rk in Figure 25, and the voltage at its cathode end is almost
equal to and follows the voltage at the grid end. Since the voltage across Rg is Es in the cathode follower of
Figure 24, and only Es – Eo in Figure 25, the current Ig is less in the latter case. The input resistance is found
to be greater than Rg, as:

Rin = Es/Ig = Rg(1 + Eo/Es – Eo) = Rg(1/1 – A) (9-43)

The circuit can be designed to have a very high Rin value.

Composite Valve Amplifiers
Cathode Coupled Circuit
The output impedance of a cathode follower is low. The
input impedance of a grounded-grid amplifier is low. A
cathode follower then is suitable for exciting a grounded-
grid stage; the result provides the input impedance of the
cathode follower and the gain of the grounded-grid



amplifier. Such a two-valve circuit is said to be cathode-
coupled, and a circuit is shown in Figure 26.

Ordinarily the two valves are identical triodes, and:

Es – Egl = RkI1 – RkI2

mEg1 = (rp + Rk)I1 – RkI2

–mEk = mEg2 = Rk(I1 – I2) – (rp + RL)I2

It is then possible to write:

Ao = Eo/Es = mRL / rp[2 + (rp + RL) / ((m + 1)Rk)] + RL

The cathode-coupled amplifier behaves like a grounded-cathode stage having a valve of amplification factor m
and an anode resistance greater than twice rp of one of the triodes. Although maximum gain is theoretically
obtained with Rk large, the value giving correct bias is usually satisfactory.

Cascode Circuit
A composite circuit consisting of a grounded-
cathode triode followed by a grounded-grid triode is
often adopted for high-frequency amplification,
because of several desirable characteristics. It is
called a cascode amplifier and appears in Figure 27;
often it uses a dual triode.

The load on the first triode is the input resistance of
the grounded-grid triode as:

Ri2 = (rp2 + RL) / (m2 + 1)

and so the overall gain can be written as the product
of the gains Av = Av1Av2, or

Av = (–m1Ri2/Rp1 + Ri2) [(m2 + 1)RL/rp2 + RL] (9-45)

For reasonably small values of RL it can be expected that

rp1 >> Ri2

and so

Av @ – gm1RL (9-46)



which is the gain of a pentode with transconductance gm1.

The gain of the grounded-cathode stage of the cascode amplifier is low because of the low load presented to it
by the second valve, and so its input capacitance is not appreciably increased due to the Miller effect. Thus its
input capacitance approximates Cgp, and at high frequencies its loading on the source is small. Because of the
low value of Ri2, the input capacitance of the grounded-grid valve has small effect; therefore the circuit is a
useful high-frequency amplifier.

While it would appear to be replaceable by a single pentode, the circuit is found to introduce much less circuit
noise than does a pentode, and this is an important factor when working with very small input signals, such as
RF amplifiers for radio receivers, for the same reason mentioned in the description for Common-Grid
Amplifiers above.

Proceed to: [Valve Transformer Design]

.
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The Design And Construction Of Valve Mains Transformers

Mains transformers for valve power supplies consist of at least two windings, or sets of windings, on an iron
core to assist the coupling between them and thus improve their mutual inductance for a working frequency of
50 – 60 Hz.

Power from the AC mains is applied to one winding or windings (the primary) and the magnetic flux set up in
the iron core and around the coil induces currents in the second winding or set of windings (the secondary), the
voltages across these coils being either higher (step up) or lower (step down) than the voltage applied.

The size of each winding bears a very definite relationship to the power applied to or drawn from it, with the
number of turns controlling the voltage and the resistance, expressed as the diameter of the wire, controlling
the current.

The Core
The number of turns varies inversely to the size of the core. The core is built up of thin sheets of iron (latterly,
'electrical steel') in the form known as a laminated core, and this is a method used in practically all AC
apparatus. Clearly the rapidly varying magnetic flux will induce currents in the core as well as in the windings
around it, and if the core were one mass of metal with a very low resistance, the current so induced would be
exceedingly high. It is necessary therefore to increase the electrical resistance of the core which can only be
done as described, by splitting it into thin sheets and insulating each sheet from the next. Eddy currents will
still flow but the total loss of power so caused will be far less than otherwise.

Core Laminations
Laminations are insulated in several ways – by chemical treatment of the metal surface, by varnish, by very thin
cemented paper – and there are two main shapes of laminations, the E and I type (commonest) and the T and U
type, both sets giving a three legged core (Figure 1a).
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When the laminations are being inserted into the finished coils on their former they must be alternated, that is
an E must go in from the left with an I from the right, then an I from the left and an E from the right and so
on, the laminations being brought into tight contact with no air gaps.
The cross sectional area of the core, Figure 1b, is chosen from the formula given by The Radio Designers'
Handbook, Iliffe, where:

A = ÖW / 5.58

where W is the volt-amperes output, and A is the cross section area in square inches.

The formula connecting the number of turns in a winding with a given voltage, size of core, frequency and flux
density is:

E = (4.44 x F x H x N x A) / 100,000,000

where E is the voltage supplied to or supplied by the winding, F is the mains frequency, H is the number of
lines of magnetic flux per square inch in the iron and A is the cross sectional area of the core.

If E is allowed to equal 1 then the calculation will give the number of turns per volt for any winding on that
core.

It is supposed that often home-made transformers will be rewound using materials to hand, and in this case the
characteristics of the iron will not be known. The best compromise in such conditions is to let H equal 60,000
lines per square inch, a figure at which many power transformers are run, although if winding space and other
conditions permit this may be reduced to 50,000 lines. A, it must be remembered, is built up of laminated
sheets which have insulation on one side at least so that the actual magnetic area will be only 90% or so of the
geometrical area. This measured area, then, should be reduced by 10% for the calculation.

The shape of the core must be well proportioned, each outer limb having half the width of the middle limb on
which all the windings are placed in layers, thus occupying the window space "x x y" of Figure 1a. The general
order of the windings is: primary inside*, nearest the limb; the HT secondary and the heater windings outside,
of which there are usually at least two, one to supply the rectifier heater and one for the valve heaters of the
apparatus.

* NOTE: modern safety regulations now require that the mains primary must be physically isolated from all
secondaries through the use of a split bobbin, that is, one having effectively two formers separated by a
centrally placed plastic wall. This is called 'double insulation' and may be subject to EC or US federal laws
governing mains powered electrical apparatus.

Transformer Regulation
The regulation of the transformer is very important – that is, the virtue of its having only a small output voltage
variation with varying current loads – and depends to a great extent on the iron of the core, the shape of the
core and the filling of the window space with windings, there being no large gap between the last outside
limbs. The core must be large enough and the wire diameter fully adequate to handle the loads expected.

Losses
The main losses in a transformer are "iron" and "copper" losses; those watts lost due to eddy currents and the
purely magnetizing effect on the core, and the watts lost due to the currents flowing in the resistances of the
windings. Theoretical transformer design requires these losses to be equal when the transformer will be at its
most efficient working level, but for the purposes of small transformer design it will be sufficient to base all
calculations on a theoretical efficiency of 80% instead of 90% or so which, with care, will be obtained. These
losses will be dissipated as heat and any transformer which heats up in working to anything but a small degree



is inefficient and wasteful. Power is being lost, regulation will be poor and insulation will be subjected to the
most undesirable strains. A good transformer will work for hours with a temperature rise which can scarcely be
observed by touch.

Example
A transformer is to be made with the specification: Primary to be tapped to 210, 230, 250 volts (traditionally
these taps provide the option for 'trimming' the output); Secondaries, 350-0-350 volts (for a full-wave rectifier)
@ 120 mA, 6.3 volts @ 3A (valve heaters) and 5 volts @ 2A (separate isolated rectifier heater).

The watts ratings, therefore, are: -

350 x 120 mA (only half the HT winding supplies current at one time) = 42 watts.
6.3 x 3 = 18.9 watts.
5 x 2 = 10 watts.

giving an output total wattage of 70.9 watts.

or, say, 71 watts.

The cross sectional area of the core should be at least:

A = (Ö71/5.58)

or 1.5 square inches, and assuming an efficiency of 80%, which should certainly be bettered in practice, the
input wattage is therefore:

71 x 100/80 or 88.7 watts.

At a working input voltage of 230, therefore (the usual mains voltage), the primary will take 88.7/230 amps or
0.4 amps, nearly, and the wire must be chosen to carry this current safely. The question of insulation enters
here.

Construction
Commercial transformers, as inspection will show, are most often wound with enamelled wire, but conditions
are different from those pertaining to home construction. The commercial transformer is machine wound so
that the wire can be, and generally is, slightly spaced between turns so that there is no rubbing of the enamel,
whilst the wire tension can be more accurately controlled.

For amateur construction enamelled wire can be (and is most conveniently) used but on no account should it be
wire taken from old coils or transformers. It must be new and every precaution must be taken to ensure the
covering is not cracked, kinked or rubbed, for a breakdown in insulation in any winding renders the whole
transformer useless.

A suitable core is now chosen, one with an area of 2 square inches (reducing to an electrical area of 1.8 sq.
ins.).

The turns per volt formula becomes, then,

1 = (4.44 x 50 x 60,000 x N x 1.8) / 100,000,000

but if desired a factor can be produced relating to all transformers where H is taken as 60,000 by leaving out
the terms N and A.



This factor, obviously, for 50 Hz mains, is:

1 = [(4.44 x 50 x 60,000) / 100,000,000] x AN

= 0.1 332 AN

so that the formula for this transformer becomes:

1 = 0.1332 x 1.8 x N

= 0.24N

and N = 1/0.24 or 4.2 turns per volt.

The windings can all be calculated, then, the primary having 250 x 4.2 = 1,050 turns tapped at 966 and 882
turns, the secondary has 700 x 4.2 = 2,940 turns, centre tapped, the valve heater secondary has 6.3 x 4.2 = 26.5
turns* and the rectifier secondary has 5 x 4.2 = 21 turns.

(* Ideally the valve heater secondary should be centre-tapped to provide a balanced heater feed; the centre-tap
connecting to 0V ground so as to arrange equal and opposite voltage fields in twisted pairs of heater wires that
hence cancel each other out, thus minimising hum pick-up in sensitive valve amplifier circuits.)

The size of wire, as already shown, affects the current flowing in the winding, and for this type of transformer
the gauge may be chosen on the basis of a current flow of 2,000 amps per square inch.

The primary draws 0.4 amps so from a wire table it will be seen that SWG 26 enamelled copper wire (ecw)
will be suitable; for the HT secondary enamelled wire with an interleaving of thin waxed paper between each
layer should be used, and to carry the 129 mA SWG 34 ecw will be suitable.

SWG 18, enamelled, will suit both heater windings, and to make up losses one extra turn is usually added to
the calculated figures for these two coils.

Former Dimensions
It is now necessary to pay some attention to mechanical details and to check over the dimensions of the former.
The size of the window space, "x x y", as shown in Figure 1a, is 11/8" x 17/8" and the former may be supposed
to be made of one-eighth material, card or paxolin. This will reduce the available space in three directions,
leaving the depth of the window one inch and the length one and five-eighths inches. The space taken by each
winding must now be calculated.

The Primary
SWG 26 ecw 48 turns to the inch, so that the former will take 48 x 15/8 turns per layer, or 78 turns. The number
of layers will be 1,050/78 or 14 layers and the height will therefore be 1/3".

The HT Secondary
SWG 34 ecw winds 100 turns per inch so that each layer will contain 100 x 15/8 or 162 turns. The number of
layers will be 2,940/162 or 19 layers, and these will be one-fifth inch high.

Heater Secondaries
SWG 18 ecw winds 19.7 turns per inch so that one layer will contain 19.7 x 15/8 or 32 turns so that each heater
winding will fit into a layer comfortably, and the whole wire height of the two windings together will be under



1/8".

The total height of the wire alone, then, is 1/3 + 1/5 + 1/8 or 2/3 inch, leaving 1/3 inch space for insulation.

Assembling
When the former is made, shellaced and perfectly hard, the cheeks may be drilled for the leads using the
figures above as guides or the holes may be made as the work progresses providing there is no chance whatever
of damaging the wire insulating in any way. The Primary is wound first, the wire being cleaned properly with
spirit, not by scraping, and having a flexible lead soldered to it.

The soldered joint must be perfectly smooth with no sharp points or projecting wire ends, and it is then covered
with insulating sleeving which carries the flex lead through the cheek. The wire is then wound either by hand
or by a simple winder, which is much to be preferred. All that is needed is a spindle turning in end plates or
bearings, a handle at one end.

Two adjustable cheeks are then mounted on the spindle to grip the former tightly, the spindle (which might
well be a long screw threaded rod) passing through the centre hole of the former. The former is then rotated
with the right hand, the wire being fed off its reel and tensioned evenly with the left. The turns should be laid
evenly side by side and counted as they are put on, in the absence, as is likely, of a mechanical counter it is
convenient to mark every twenty turns on a sheet of paper.

The primary winding is not interleaved so that when the end of one layer is reached the wire is wound straight
back on itself and tension must not be over tight for each corner of the former presents a sharp right angle bend
to the wire whilst the lower turns have to sustain the considerable strain of all those windings above them.

It is necessary to understand the effect of one short-circuiting turn in any winding. It would consist of a very
low resistance loop in which, therefore, a very high current would be induced, this causing heating and
consequent burning of the insulation on adjoining turns of wire, whilst the extra load reflected into the primary
might cause that winding to be overloaded to the fusing point. It must be realised that the current flowing in the
primary depends entirely on the load being drawn from the secondaries, with the secondaries disconnected the
only current flowing in the primary is the small core magnetizing current and the winding acts as a choke.

The taps for the various primary voltages can be taken out in the same manner as the taps on coils, by drawing
out a loop of wire and returning the wire to the next turn without any breaks or joins, or a flex lead may be
soldered to the winding at the correct turn and well insulated. Whenever possible taps should be arranged to
fall at the end of a layer so that they may be passed straight through the former cheek. If, however, they have
to pass over several turns the insulation must be perfect and on no account must unevenness of winding be
allowed in the next layers. Any bump in the centre of the coil will be magnified in the later layers with a
corresponding strain on wire and insulation.

When the primary is finished, and a flex lead soldered to the last turn, the winding must be insulated from the
following coils. The best material is Empire Cloth interwoven with glass fibres and known under such names
as Glassite, but plain Empire Cloth may be used. Every part of the primary must be covered, the insulation
being carried up snugly to the former cheeks.

Electrostatic Screen
Many transformers have an electrostatic screen* wound over the primary to prevent interference from the
mains being induced into the secondaries. It consists simply of one layer of fine insulated wire – SWG 34 ecw,
for example, one end of the wire being anchored internally and the other brought out through insulating
sleeving. The end brought out is earthed to the apparatus' chassis. Naturally just as much attention must be
paid to the insulation of the screen as of any other winding; no load is taken from it as only one end has a
connection but shorting turns would give rise to the same heavy overloads mentioned above.



* Electrostatic screens have fallen into disuse with the advent of split bobbins, the close capacitive coupling that
resulted twixt primary and secondaries as hitherto is no longer much of an issue due to the physical separation.

Study of any existing valve power supply transformer will show that the full HT voltage is established between
the HT and rectifier heater windings, and so the insulation between them must be perfect. Any breakdown here
will immediately ruin both transformer and rectifier valves.

When the former is wound it is given a last covering of cloth and the laminations are inserted into the centre
aperture in order as already explained. The E and I laminations of the core must be inserted carefully for it may
be possible to run a sharp edge or corner into and through the former material, cutting or scraping the primary
winding.

The laminations must be clamped into a solid mass with metal clamps (now called 'frames') which also provide
fixing holes for bolting the transformer to its chassis.

Transformer Kits
To save a lot of hassle it is worth noting that mains 'transformer kits' are available in 20VA, 50VA and 100VA
sizes from Maplin Electronics plc, Web-site http://www.maplin.co.uk/ (ref: Wound Components, Transformer
Kits). These kits take a good deal of trouble out of creating a customised mains transformer for whatever
purpose; each is provided with a split-bobbin former with primary windings already wound, E and I
laminations, covers, solder tags, and mounting/clamping frames. The existing primary pre-determines the volts
ratio so it is only necessary to calculate secondary turns based on this, then the wire gauge necessary to fill the
former.

The operation of the power supply as a whole may here be considered, with reference to Figure 02, where the
transformer just described is shown in its circuit. The HT secondary has been wound to give a RMS voltage of
350 which means that the peak voltage will be 350 x 1.414 (peak value of a sinusoidal wave).

 Rectifier Circuits
Thus the rectifier anodes will have peak voltages of 495 volts, the
whole winding having a peak voltage across it of 990 volts and even
after the voltage drop due to the rectifier is allowed for the capacitor A
has a voltage across it well in excess of 350 volts – probably 450 volts.
This explains why the voltage rating for this capacitor is necessarily
high; a 350 volt working component would soon fail in this position.

Figure 03 shows a full-wave rectifier using the separate 5 V heater
winding (this example is a GZ34 in a PSU for an audio power
amplifier). This is necessary since the DC potential between the output
and ground is too excessive for heater to cathode insulation to
withstand for very long. Hence, no attempt is made to insulate this valve's heater from its cathode nor share it
with the main heater chain. Instead it has its own heater winding, the DC potential of which is as per the HT
level.

The heater voltage for such rectifiers is typically 5 volts, previously 4 volts, hence by this very specification
you can tell that the heater is not meant for the usual 6.3 V supply. There are exceptions where the HT DC is
not expected to be high, and the rectifier heater may then be able to share the common grounded heater supply
– reference to the relevant specification data is required to make sure.

http://www.maplin.co.uk/


Choosing The Reservoir Condenser Value
The actual value of the 'condenser' (old-fashioned name for capacitor) in microfarads is more or less of a
compromise, for the final output voltage of the power supply depends to a great extent on the size of the
reservoir. If it were to be omitted, the output voltage would be very low, and as it rises in capacity so the
output voltage rises towards the peak value. Before the peak voltage is reached, however, the condenser is
excessively large (and expensive), but moreover, it would be drawing very heavy currents from the rectifier
valve on each surge or peak of the cycle and the valve would soon lose its emission (read as 'fail').

The earliest electrolytic capacitors were restricted in value, being typically 8 mF – 16 mF, then later, as much
as 32 mF. Nowadays values of say 47 mF at 450 V working can be easily sourced, but, as was the case for the
smaller values, there is still an advantage to be had by adding a series choke to reduce the HT ripple, see
Design and Construction of Low Frequency Chokes and Single-Ended Output Transformers.

Circuit Protection
Valuable protection to the rectifier and transformer can be given by inserting simple fuses in the circuit, shown
as 'F' in Figure 2. These can be conventional types, or they can be of the anti-surge control 'flash lamp' bulb
type, viz, actual light bulbs with a current rating to suit the load to be taken from the power supply with extra
provision for any surges that might occur as the condenser charges up.

High Voltage Transformers
It is unlikely that the amateur will attempt the task of winding a High Voltage Transformer such as would be
used to supply a large cathode ray tube, but a few points of High Voltage practice might be touched upon.

Firstly, the peak inverse voltage across a typical television transformer might reach as high as 10,000 volts, so
that great care is essential during testing to see that no risk of touching any live circuit is taken.

Secondly, the positive side of such a power pack is usually earthed, so that strain is placed on insulation in
many ways. For example the primary of the transformer might easily be earthed via the mains; in such a case
the end of the secondary nearest the primary would be the earthed end, thus preventing a large potential
difference directly across the insulation separating the windings.



Thirdly air insulation is often relied upon. At high voltages a trace of moisture upon an insulating surface might
give rise to sparking or arcing which, while slight at first would rapidly become something approaching a short
circuit. For this reason the layers of the secondary are not carried to the end cheeks of the former and as the
winding grows outward from the centre the layers are made shorter, giving a pyramidical or stepped effect. In
this way, as the potential above earth rises through the winding so does the distance between any earthed
object and the winding increase.

Fourthly, the potential difference between the rectifier heater winding and the H.T. winding makes it necessary
to have perfect insulation between the windings, a separate heater transformer helping in this respect. Metal
rectifiers give very good results for cathode ray tube power supplies.

Copyright © B. Babani (with modifications)

Proceed to: [Design and Construction of LF Chokes and Single-Ended Output Transformers]
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The Design and Construction of Low Frequency Chokes and Single-
Ended Output Transformers

The Low Frequency Choke is used in the power supply to filter out hum from the current supply. In power
supply smoothing, DC is flowing.

The effect of DC in the winding is to decrease the incremental permeability of the core material – in practice a
laminated core is used as in the transformer – so that the iron saturates more rapidly and the inductance of the
choke is lowered. This induction loss can only be partially countered by arranging to have a small air gap
between the sets of laminations in the assembled core.

For chokes carrying AC alone, therefore, the laminations are interleaved as are those in a transformer, but for a
choke carrying DC and AC the laminations are assembled with the two sets of stampings one on each side –
that is all the E's on one side and all the I's opposite (or all T's together opposite all U's, whichever type of
stamping is used), and it will be seen that in the core assembled in this manner there will be three air gaps, one
at the end of each limb (Figure 04). So far as the magnetic circuit is concerned, even a tightly clamped butt
joint acts as a small air gap, and for correspondingly larger air gaps a piece of thin paper may be inserted
between the end of each limb and the opposite laminations. The calculation of the correct air gap for any single
case is rather involved, however, and it is recommended that for mixed AC and DC operation the gap should
be decided upon by experiment. As a rough guide it may be said that the close butt joint will do for currents of
5 or even 10 milliamps, but for higher currents the gap must be widened by inserting a 0.0005 inch sheet of
paper or more. (Originally the 'air gap' is acheived with waxed paper.)

Chokes for Mixed AC and DC Currents
Where the choke is to carry DC as well as AC it will scarcely be possible to wind such a high inductance as
e.g. 100 H (should it be needed) on a small core unless the DC component is practically negligible. In the first
place the wire would need to be of a heavier gauge to carry the current as well as to reduce the DC resistance
to as low a figure as possible.

For example, it may be necessary to use a choke as the anode load for a valve for the reason that a suitable
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resistance load reduces the anode voltage to too low a figure. The choke will still present a high impedance to
the AC signal but the DC resistance must be low or otherwise the whole purpose of the choke will be defeated.
This means a thicker gauge of wire and therefore a larger core, for the number of turns must still be high to
maintain the inductance and therefore the impedance to the signal.

The simplest way out of the difficulty is to measure the winding space of the core to be used and choose a
gauge of wire which when wound to fill the space will give a DC resistance suitable for the permitted voltage
drop. This may be done by taking the length of an average turn on the winding limb, multiplying the number of
turns given by the wire table by this length to find the whole length of wire in the winding, and then to check
the resistance of this length in the wire tables.

The length of the average turn is, of course, the average of the length of the first and last turns on the winding
and may be measured on the cheek of the core supposing the average turn to be geometrically situated at half
the winding depth.

Smoothing chokes may be wound in this way. Choose a suitable core with a cross sectional area of at least 1
square inch and a window space of at least 2 square inches and decide from the wire tables the gauge of wire
which will carry the maximum current safely, using a current density of 1,500 or 2,000 amperes per square
inch. Enamelled copper wire (ecw) is suitable for the winding and again the layers should not need to be
interleaved, the space which would be used by the paper being of greater value if filled with wire.

The gap can be adjusted experimentally by allowing the choke to supply filtered DC to a sensitive receiver or
amplifier. The core clamping bolts are loosened just sufficiently to allow the sets of laminations to be moved
and the space between them is gradually opened until the hum in the loudspeaker, with no signals and the gain
control right out, is at a maximum. The gap can then be set with a paper or very thin fibre packing and the core
reclamped.

Chokes Carrying Direct Current
Inductance
Chokes of this type are generally required for one of two purposes: (1) Smoothing, and (2) Coupling. In either
case, the inductance necessary is based on the impedance which it will have at a certain frequency. For
smoothing, this frequency is that of the ripple to be eliminated in smoothing, and for coupling chokes it is the
lowest frequency required to be reproduced.

The reactance of an inductance is given by the formula: -

XL = 2pfL,

where p is 3.14, f is the frequency and L the inductance in Henries.

For a smoothing circuit, the condenser reactance must also be known, and this is given by the formula: -

XC = 1,000,000/2pfC

where C is the capacity in microfarads.

If a smoothing circuit is required to reduce the ripple voltage to 1/40th of that across the reservoir condenser,
then the required ratio of reactance of smoothing choke and condenser will be given by

Xc/XL = 1/40

Assuming an 8 mF electrolytic condenser is to be used (as was in the old days, much larger values can be had



now), then its reactance to a ripple voltage of 100 Hz (the predominant frequency from a 50 Hz full wave
rectifier) will be

1,000,000/(2 x 3.14 x 100 x 8) = 200 ohms approx.

Therefore, the reactance of the choke must be 40 x 200 or 8,000 ohms. From the formula, 8,000 = 2pl00L,
therefore

L = 8,000/(2 x 3.14 x 100) nearly 13 Henries.

In the same way, the inductance can be calculated for any given degree of smoothing.

These values of inductance must not be regarded as obtainable to great accuracy, as the actual value for any
given applied AC voltage is dependent on the DC current flowing at the time, and on the amplitude of the AC
voltage. Because of this fact, it is always good to allow a little in hand, so that performance will not vary too
much if operation should change, due to changes in mains voltage. It would be well to design the chokes in the
above examples to have inductances of, say, 15 and 40 Henries respectively.

Current and Volt Drop
The direct current to be carried by the choke will be fixed by other considerations. In the case of the smoothing
choke, by the total current to be taken by the set, and in the case of the coupling choke by the anode current of
the valve. As well as being required to give the required inductance at this current, there will usually be an
additional requirement that the choke shall not drop more than a certain voltage DC across it, due to its
resistance.

We now have three factors, which roughly determine how large the choke must be physically. These three
factors and the size do not have some simple relation, such as that the size of the choke in, say, cubic inches, is
equal to the inductance x current x volt drop. For this reason, Table 1 gives a quick means of finding a suitable
design.

Table 1. Values of Current and Inductance for Choke to Dimensions of Figure 04 (approximately)
Current
milliamps

Inductance
Henries

Resistance
Ohms

Volts
dropped

Turns

10 30 
50
70
100
150
200

100 
200
350
550
1000
1600

1.00 
2.00
3.50
5.50
10.00
16.00

2200 
3200
4100
5300
7300
9000

15 10 
15
20
30
50
70

30 
50
75
140
300
500

0.45 
0.75
1.10
2.10
4.50
7.50

1200 
1600
2000
2700
3900
5000

20 10
15
20
30
50

35
65
100
180
400

0.70
1.30
2.00
3.60
8.00

1400
1800
2200
3000
4500



70 650 13.00 6000
30 10

15
20
30
50
70

55
100
150
270
600
1000

1.70
3.00
4.50
8.10
18.00
30.00

1700
2200
2800
3700
5700
7300

50 10
15
20
30
50
70

90
160
250
450
1000
1600

4.50
8.00
12.50
23.00
50.00
80.00

2100
2900
3600
4800
6500
9000

70 5
7
10
15
20
30

45
75
120
230
350
650

3.00
5.00
8.50
16.00
24.00
45.00

1500
2000
2500
3400
4100
6000

x
¸ 10  x

¸ 10 x
¸ 100 x

¸ 3.2

 x
¸ 10 x

¸ 32 x
¸ 32 x

¸ 5.6

For most practical purposes, it may be mentioned that again the Maplin Transformer Kits could be pressed into
service to create LF chokes of 5 to 10 Henries or more. The nature of each kit allows access to the individual
laminations which therefore can readily be assembled in all E's on one side and I's on the other to form an 'air
gapped' core.

Using The Choke
In a power supply the LF choke is used as shown in Figure 06
(right). Where C1 is the reservoir, C2 forms a LC low-pass
filter with L1. Because of the shape descibed by these three
components in a circuit diagram, the configuration is
colloquially known as a 'pi' filter, i.e. a three sided shape like
the Greek letter p (as are cascaded resistor attenuator networks
called 'pi' attenuators).

In some circumstances, either to save space or costs, C1 may be
omitted entirely; the remainder still providing adequate filtering
and with C2 functioning as the reservoir, especially if the value
of C2 is large. It also helps avoid over-emission stresses in the valve due to working into a large value
capacitive load.

Output Transformer For A Single Valve
Turns and Impedance Ratio
Because of its close similarities with the LF choke carrying DC, it is relevant to mention the single-ended or
class A audio output transformer for a single power valve here. The purpose of this type of transformer is to
match the impedance of a loudspeaker, or group of loudspeakers, to the optimum load of the valve. That is, the



transformer has the effect of transforming the impedance of the speaker so that the impedance which it presents
in the primary winding is equal to the optimum load of the output valve.

Moreover, since the transformer is driven by a single valve (known as single-ended mode or single-ended
power amplifier), there is DC present in the primary winding so the core shares the need for an air gap with the
smoothing choke; in this construction and in other respects the components are very similar.

A typical single-ended power amplifier of a few watts output and using one of these transformers is shown
below.

It is well known that the impedance ratio of a transformer is equal to the square of the turns ratio.

Impedance/Turns Relationship
This depends on the DC current flowing in the primary, on the size and shape, and on the lowest frequency
required. To make calculation easier, if the actual DC current flowing in the primary is referred to a theoretical
1,000 ohms winding, then the turns for such a winding can readily be found, and from that the turns in the
actual windings determined. Using this reference, the current in this winding will bear a relationship to the
maximum output power which will vary very little, although widely different types of valve may be used.

Table 2 gives a series of reference figures. For each value of current referred to 1,000 ohm winding, is given
two figures for the turns in a 1,000 ohm winding: one for general use, giving a low frequency cut-off of 50 Hz,
and the other for special use when a circuit is used for speech only, giving a low frequency cut-off of 200 Hz.
For each value of current is given an approximate figure of maximum output. This may be found useful if
some of the valve data is not obtainable (e.g., the optimum load). For each value of current and cut-off is given
the approximate percentage loss due to winding resistance.

Choice of Size
The figures in Table 2 are for the same core dimensions as those approximately shown in Figure 04. In practice,
for an output transformer it will be better from the constructional viewpoint if the stack is less than twice the A



dimension, preferably equal to it. The chief factor in determining size is the amount of power that can be
allowed as loss in the transformer. The appropriate loss factors for other sizes may be found from the figures
given by multiplying or dividing by the Resistance Factor given in sections 2-5 of Table (below) 3 for the
appropriate shape and size.

Table 2. Impedance/Turns Relationship for Core of Size approximately shown in Figure 04
50 Hz cut-off 200 Hz cut-off

DC   
referenced to
1000W

Turns for
10000W

Series
loss

Turns for
1000W

Series
loss

Max.
power

50
70
100
150
200

900
1100
1300
1600
1900

7%
9%
13%
20%
28%

310
380
450
550
650

1.0%
1.3%
2.0%
3.0%
4.0%

800 mW
1.5 W
3.0 W
7.0 W
12.0 W

Having chosen a suitable size, the number of turns for a 1,000 ohm winding can be found by use of the Turns
Factor in the same table, applied to the value given in Table 2.

Example for music reproduction
Calculate the turns required to match a 15 ohm speaker to a valve having an optimum load of 4,500 ohms, and
an anode current of 48 milliamps for general use on music and speech. It should be at least 90% efficient.

If 48 milliamps are flowing in a winding of impedance 4,500 ohms, then the equivalent in a 1,000 ohms
winding will be:

48 x Ö(4,500/1,000) = 100 mA approx.

From this value in Table 2 it is seen that on the size shown in Figure 04 for a 50 Hz cut-off, 1,300 turns for
1,000 winding give a loss of 13%.

To have at least 90% efficiency, the loss must be at most 100 – 90 = 10%. This means that a size must be
chosen with a dividing Resistance Factor of at least 1.3. The following sizes satisfy this, where the dimensions
in inches are as follows: A, width of central limb of core; B, total width of core; C, total height of core; stack,
thickness of laminations:

Section No. Dimensions Stack Turns 
factor

Resistance 
factorA B C

2
3
4
5

1.000
1.125
0.875
1.000

3.5000
3.0000
3.4375
3.0000

2.500
2.250
2.500
2.500

1.000
0.750
0.625
1.000

X 1.2
X 1.4
X 2.0
X 1.2

¸ 1.4
¸ 1.7
¸ 1.4
¸ 1.3

It will be noticed that there is little difference in size, and therefore there is not much to choose as to which is
the best to use. Assume that a size similar to the one from Table 3 (above) is available, then the loss will be 13
¸ 1.7 = 7.6% and the efficiency 100 – 7.6 = 92.4%. The turns for a 1,000 ohm winding will be 1.4 x 1,300 =
1,800 approx. Then the turns for a 4,500 ohm winding will be:



1,800 x Ö(4,500/1500) = 3,800.

The turns for the 15 ohm winding will be:

1,800 x Ö(15/1,000) = 220.

Thus the transformer will require a primary of 3,800 turns, and a secondary of 220 turns.

Example for speech only (Public Address) reproduction
The only details known about an output valve are that with 450 volts HT it should give about 12 watts output,
taking an anode current of 120 milliamps. It is required to match a horn type speaker for use on speech only,
with an efficiency of about 90%. The speech coil impedance is 4.5 ohms.

From Table 2 it is seen that 12 watts corresponds to a current referred to a 1,000 ohms winding of 200 mA. The
actual current is 120 mA, so the optimum load must be:

1,000 x 2002/1202 = 2,800 ohms.

Also the loss for a 200 Hz cut-off type on this size is only 4%. As the efficiency is only required to be 90%,
the loss can be up to 10%. This means a smaller size can be used, which may facilitate fitting the transformer
into the horn housing. Thus the resistance can be multiplied by 2.5 (but not more). It will be seen that a 3/4 inch
stack of the same lamination will give a resistance factor of x 2.3. An alternative may be found using a 3/4 inch
stack of a similar size. In either case the turns factor is x 1.7, so the calculation of turns in this case will be the
same whichever is chosen.

From Table 2 the turns for a 1,000 winding are 650. So for this size the turns will be 1.7 x 650 = 1,100. The
turns for a 2,800 ohms winding will be:

1,100 x Ö(2,800/1,000) = 1,850.

The turns for the 4.5 ohm winding will be:

1,850 x Ö(4.5/2,800) = 74.

The ratio in this case is 1,850/74 = 25/1.

Special Precaution for 200 Hz Cut-off
When an amplifier is to be used under conditions required to operate a loudspeaker having a 200 Hz cut-off
(i.e., a PA horn type), there are two precautions necessary: (1) To see that no signal or any considerable
amplitude reaches the speaker. This is to prevent damage to the speaker itself, or the introduction of distortion
by it due to receiving frequencies which it is not designed to handle. (2) To see that no signal of a lower
frequency which may be present in the amplifier causes distortion to frequencies which do reach the
loudspeaker.

This second requirement means either that the output of the amplifier must be correctly matched at these
frequencies, although arrangement is made so that they do not reach the speaker, or that arrangement must be
made to ensure that these frequencies do not reach the output stage of the amplifier.

It is therefore necessary, when using a 200 Hz cut-off type, to take steps to ensure that there is a similar cut-off
in the amplifier, somewhere before the output stage. This should take the form of a coupling condenser whose
impedance at 200 Hz is equal to that of the grid leak following it.



NB I have not yet attempted to make a single-ended output transformer using one of the Transformer Kits,
bearing in mind that the core material is not specifically graded for audio usage, but I would expect the result to
work with some degree of competence. As a guide the smallest 20 VA core would equate with a typical
commercial power amplifier transformer core of 2 – 3 watts using e.g. an ECL82 as was once common in
record players, etc. although it's worth mentioning that latterly the single-ended mode has attracted much
interest in the course of hi-fi valve revivals due to the pure class A configuration of this output stage.

Air Gap Determination
With each of these types of component, either LF choke or single-ended output transformer, there is DC
flowing in one of the windings which has a tendency to saturate the iron core. For this reason an air gap is
employed, instead of laminating the transformers in the manner required for push-pull output transformer types.

For any given case, too small an air gap will result in the magnetic flux due to the DC component producing
saturation, while too large a gap will cause loss of inductance because of the magnetizing current necessary to
drive the AC component of flux across the air gap.

The chief factor which determines the best air gap for any given example is the total effective DC magnetizing
force, which may be expressed in ampere-turns – that is to say, the current in amperes multiplied by the turns
in the winding. The type of transformer iron used, and the length of iron path (see Figure 05), both have a
slight effect upon the best gap, and on the resulting inductance. As the effect of different iron is so slight, the
use of more expensive irons is not considered worth the extra cost in general, so the only iron considered here
is ordinary grade transformer iron (usual lamination thickness about 0.016").

If equipment is available to test the component for inductance under the operating value of DC current then the
ideal practicable thickness of material inserted into the air gap may be determined. Deviations will generally be
due to practical variations on account of difficulties in clamping up. You could start with a close gap (metal to
metal) then experiment with the gap to acheive the lowest desired inductance.

If such equipment is not available, then care should be taken to produce as near to the optimum gap as is
possible, making slight allowances if the edges of the laminations should have been slightly burred in
stamping.
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Push-Pull Loudspeaker Output And Distributed Speakers' Line
Matching Transformers

Choice of Size
For this purpose the best core lamination shape is that known as the "Wastefree". The dimensions are set out in
Figure 07, referred to the width of the centre limb. The small inset diagram shows the way the laminations are
stamped from the sheet so there is no waste portion. It will be seen that this method of cutting can only be
employed to make laminations of the E and I type. However, from the point of view of efficiency, frequency
bandwidth, etc., it is obvious that a core of the same shape constructed from laminations of the T and U type
will be equally good.

The following table gives data for a series of easily obtainable sizes, in different stacks. It shows the turns for a
1,000 winding which give a transformer of maximum efficiency at a frequency of 400 – 1,000 Hz. The section
headed "Maximum power, Watts", shows the maximum power that can be handled by the transformer under
this condition at two frequencies, 50 Hz and 200 Hz without introducing serious distortion.

Impedance/Turns Relationship, Maximum Power and LF Cut-off for Maximum Efficiency at Mid-band
Condition

Maximum power 
Watts

Dimension A, 
Figure 07

Core stack Turns for 
1000 n

50 Hz 200 Hz Mid-band 
losses

LF cut-off 
Hz

0.75 0.75 
1.25 
1.50

750 
660 
500

(1.75) 
(3.50) 
(5.25)

28 
56 
84

11.5% 
10.0% 
9.3%

90 
80 
70
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1.00 1.00 
1.50 
2.00

770 
670 
500

(7) 
(12) 
(17)

110 
190 
270

8.5% 
7.4% 
6.8%

65 
60 
55

1.25 1.25 
1.75 
2.50

790 
700 
620

(18) 
28 
45

280 
450 
700

6.0% 
5.4% 
4.8%

53 
46 
43

1.50 1.50 
2.25 
3.00

800 
720 
640

40 
70 
100

650 
1100 
1600

4.8% 
4.3% 
4.0%

39 
35 
32

The figures in the 50 Hz column in brackets are so shown because they cannot be applied at that frequency
under maximum mid-band efficiency conditions, because they are below cut-off, and hence the inductive load
on the output valve would introduce distortion by mismatching. However, if appropriate factors from the table
below are used to reduce cut~off to 50 Hz or below, the corresponding factors from the same table may be
used to obtain the maximum output at 50 Hz in conjunction with the figures in brackets.

Factors for other impedance turns relationships and for change from standard transformer iron to
Radiometal

Turns 
 
X

Maximum 
power 
X

Mid-band 
losses 
X

LF cut-off 
÷

 Factors for turns 
referred to in Table 1

1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00

1.50 
2.25 
3.00 
4.00 
6.25 
9.00 
12.00
16.00

1.10 
1.35 
1.70 
2.20
3.20 
4.60 
6.10 
8.00

1.50 
2.25 
3.00 
4.00 
6.25 
9.00 
12.00 
16.00

Factor for change 
to Radiometal

1.3 X 2.3 1,7 equal

The above shows how increased power and a lower-cut off frequency may be obtained when the
impedance/turns relationship is increased above the figure given for any size in the first table, together with the
increases in losses, from which may be deduced the efficiency obtainable.

The factors at the bottom of the latter table show how the figures can be improved by the use of Radiometal
laminations instead of standard transformer iron.

For designs of both Class A Push-Pull Output and Loudspeaker matching transformers, the total winding space
occupied by the primary winding should be approximately equal to that occupied by the secondary.

For any type of push-pull output stage, the most efficient disposition of winding space is when each half of the
primary occupies about 30% of the space, and the secondary occupies 40%. Under this condition the figures
given by the above tables have to be modified slightly. For maximum efficiency at mid-band, the turns for
1,000 ohms should be divided by 1.1, the maximum power in watts figure reduced by 1.2, and the mid-band
losses increased by 1.2. The LF cut-off frequency will also be multiplied by 1.2.

200 Hz Cut-off Matching
With push-pull type outputs the [original] author does not recommend the incorporation of 200 Hz cut-off in
the output transformer. A preferable method is to incorporate the bass cut between the output transformer and



the matching transformer by means of a series condenser, which should be chosen so that its reactance at the
cut-off frequency is equal to the load impedance referred to that point.

Methods of Winding and Connection
For the smaller size push-pull output transformers, the best method of winding to preserve a good balance at
the higher frequencies is to wind one-half of the primary before, and the other half after, the secondary. The
two ends of these two windings which are adjacent to the secondary are then connected together to form the
centre tap. This method is shown diagramatically at Figure 08a.

For larger sizes, and especially those intended for quality push-pull type output circuits, closer coupling of the
windings may be considered necessary (in fact this author would specify it as an absolute minimum to compare
with modern day audio standards – M.H.). The method of winding and connection shown at Figure 08b has
been proved to give very accurate balance indeed at the high frequencies.

Some authorities recommend complicated arrangements using a divided bobbin, so as to maintain geometrical
symmetry. The arrangement here shown maintains just as good electrical symmetry, with a far simpler winding
arrangement, and gives a wider frequency response band for given size and complexity of design. The
secondaries are show as two windings connected in parallel. This arrangement preserves the best balance,
especially if the secondary has a fairly high impedance.

If the secondary impedance is quite low compared to the primary, then a series arrangement will serve equally
well, when the junction can be used as a centre tap, and earthed.

For loudspeaker matching transformers, a simple arrangement with the primary and secondary (each in only
one section) is adequate. It is not important in this case which winding is nearest to the core, so the order of
winding may be determined by convenience from the point of view of the particular wire gauges to be used.

Example
A push-pull amplifier giving an output of 10 watts, with a anode to anode load of 4,000 ohms, requires an
output transformer with an efficiency of about 90% to match it to a 10 ohm speaker for music and speech.

A 1" stack of 1" waste-free laminations operating at maximum mid-band efficiency has 8.5% losses and a cut-
off of 65 Hz If the turns are multiplied by 1.25, then the mid-band losses become 1.1 x 8.5 = 9.5% (or an
efficiency of 90.5%), and the cut-off becomes 65 1.5 = 43 Hz. Thus the maximum output at 50 Hz can now be
1.5 x 7 = 10.5 watts. The winding for 4,000 ohms will require a total of:

Ö(4000/1000) x 960 or 1920 turns.

The turns for a 1,000 ohm winding will need to be 1.25 x 770 = 960. The turns, and a winding for 10 ohms will
require:

Ö(10/1000) x 960 = 96 turns.



Thus the winding will be:

1. Half Primary, 960 turns.
2. Secondary, 96 turns.
3. Half Primary, 960 turns.

Example 2
A large amplifier, having an output of 40 watts, has an anode to anode load figure of 8,000 ohms, and requires
to be matched to 250 ohms for distribution to multiple speakers via matching transformers ("100 volts line").
Give appropriate designs in standard transformer iron and in Radiometal, for use on music and speech,
efficiency to be 95%.

Using standard transformer iron: Either a 21/2" stack of 11/4" waste-free, or a 11/2" stack of 11/2" waste-free
will satisfy the required conditions without modification. Each gives an efficiency of 95.2%.

Using Radiometal (nowadays, "electrical steel"): A 1" stack of 1" waste-free gives a midband loss of 8.5 / 1.7 =
5%. Under this condition the cut-off frequency is 65 Hz, and maximum output without distortion would only be
7 X 2.3 = 16 watts. A 11/2" stack of 1" waste-free gives, under maximum mid-band efficiency, a loss of 7.4 1.7
= 4.35%, a cut-off of 60 Hz, and a maximum output of 12 x 2.3 = 27.6 watts.

Increasing the turns by 1.25, the maximum power is increased to 1.5 x 27.6 = 41 watts, the mid-band losses
become 4.35 x 1.1 = 4.8%, and the LF cut-off will be 60 @ 1.5 = 40 Hz. Thus it is seen that a 11/2" stack of 1"
waste-free Radiometal will give almost identical performance with that of either a 21/2" stack of 11/4", or a
11/2" stack of 11/2" in standard transformer iron. This results in a reduction of outside dimensions from 33/4"
X 41/2" to 21/2" x 3". To complete the design in Radiometal: The turns for a 1,000 ohm winding will be 670 /
1.3 x 1.25 = 640 approx. Thus the primary will require a total of:

640 x Ö(8000/1000) = 1,800 turns

and the secondary turns will be:

640 x Ö(250/1000) = 320.

Thus, following the winding arrangement of Figure 08b, the required sections are: 1. Quarter Primary, 450
turns; 2. Secondary, 32 turns; 3, Half Primary, 900 turns; 4. Secondary, 320 turns; 5 Quarter Primary, 450 turns.

Example 3
A cabinet type speaker with a speech coil impedance of 15 ohms is required to take one-eighth of the power
from Example 2. Efficiency to be not less than 80%.

One-eighth of the power is 40/8 = 5 watts. The primary impedance must be 8 x 250 = 2,000 ohms. Using a 3/4"
stack of 3/4" waste-free, with 1.75 times the turns from the first table above, the maximum power is 3 x 1.75 =
5.25, the mid-band losses are 1.7 x 11.25 = 19.5%, and a LF cut-off of 90 / 3 = 30 Hz. This satisfies the
conditions. Then the turns required are:-

1. Primary 750 x 1.75 x Ö(2000/1000) = 850 turns.



2. Secondary 750 x 1.75 x Ö(15/1000) = 160 turns.

[End – Back to Valve Theory Contents]
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